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Inviting Friendship

I think one of the reasons I love my job is that it is the intersection
of analytical thinking and hospitality. When people are comfortable, they tend to interact more and better.

Clutter Control June
20 7 PM, Burlington
The art of making a comfortable space, whether through organizCounty Library
ing, design or staging, makes way for relationships. Have you put
off inviting friendship into your home because you aren’t organized
That’s TONIGHT! See enough or decorated enough? When we make room, things hapyou there.
pen that we hope for, like friendships, peace and miracles!

Consider This:

Cozy on Up



A friend is inviting
friendship in a novel
way. While reoutfitting her two closets in the master bedroom, sure to build in
flexibility for her husband...who she hasn’t
even met yet! That’s
thinking positive.











Eliminate unused real estate, which feels dead. Turn the formal living or dining room into a family office.
Too much to tackle inside? Take the pressure off with backyard entertaining. Even in simple surroundings, Mother Nature
can provide the perfect atmosphere.
Cut yourself some slack. Friends who judge you can’t be real
friends.
Flatter a friend you admire and ask for their help to create a
cozy space in your home.
Treat yourself to a One Day Redesign and turn it into a party!
Have a BEFORE & AFTER reveal, with some fun planned in
between.
Get out the good stuff. Honor tradition by having simple treats
on the fancy china. Actually use the good silverware. Stored
treasures aren’t being honored or admired.
Clear and beautify just your home’s entry way. If you are wanting to invite friendship, create an entry that makes guests feel
welcomed.
Run a business? Make your office more hospitable and see
how much more you and co-workers get done.

Simple Tip: Never compare your “insides” to someone else’s “outside”.
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